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“We are in a pandemic of misinformation 
and, honestly, there is no one vaccine for it.”*

Aimee Pugh Bernard, PhD, assistant professor of at the University of Colorado School of Medicine, Fake News: Medical Quackery Enters a New Dimension
Spread of misinformation evolves, heightening threats to patients and medical science                   
by Debra Melani March 27, 2023
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How significant is the risk from fake news? 

The World Economic Forum 
ranks “misinformation and 
disinformation” as presenting
the highest “likely global 
impact(severity)”
over the next two years. 

Deepfakes and Malpractice Risk: Lawyers Beware, de’Medici, Bruce May 2024, American Bar 
Association. 
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/science_technology/publications/scitech_lawyer/2024/spring/
deepfakes-malpractice-risk/



The Brazilian Congressional Bill No. 
2630, aka ”Fake News and Censorship 
Bill” is being debated in Brazil’s National 
Congress.

Opinions are divided as to its effectiveness 
and possible impacts on freedom of press 
and privacy of users.

Brazilians are not alone with this divisive 
problem….
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Pending Brazilian Law on Freedom, Responsibility and 
Transparency on the Internet
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Today’s presentation will address:

ü The problem: How AI is making 
fake news harder to detect

ü How fake medical news affects 
patients and doctors

ü Who is liable for fake health 
news that causes harm?

ü Potential solutions
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The problem: 

How AI is making fake news  
harder to detect
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MIT Sloan School of Management 
https://mitsloan.mit.edu/press/why-do-people-around-world-
share-fake-news-new-research-finds-commonalities-global-
behavior

The volume of misinformation 

+

Today’s technology   

=

Potential to bury the truth behind  blizzard of 
fake medical news….and it is going to get 
worse



Reuter’s Digital News: 

Reuters Digital News Report 2023 
https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/digital-news-report/2023

In 2023, Reuter Institute interviewed 93,000 online news 
consumers in 46 countries and it found: 

✓About  1/3 use social media to obtain health news. 

✓ The younger generations, “often pay more attention 
to influencers or celebrities than they do to journalists, 
even when it comes to health news.”



According to law enforcement Europol, 90% of 
online content could be generated by Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) by 2026.

Europol predicts this will lead to new law 
enforcement challenges around disinformation, 
propaganda and deception.



Why is it becoming harder to detect 
fake news? 

Technology has improved the quality of fake 
images and audio recordings.
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LLM*  scans large quantities of data for 
training, and its’ output (decisions) are  
based on patterns  it finds in the data. 

Algorithms, (formulas) allow the 
software to train itself by processing 
multilayered networks of data.

The patterns the LLM  detects or relies
on for its answers are generally 
undetectable even to AI programmers.

*LLM = AI large language models… like ChatGPT



How fake news affects patients and doctors
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Not just patients are affected by fake health 
news: 
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GAN Can Trick Both AI and Doctors Into Making Wrong Diagnoses! 
✓GAN = Generative Adversarial Networks” = GAN 

ü GAN makes two competing networks: One system 
generates fake images and the other tries to 
identify them as fake. 

ü One GAN system was trained to distinguish 
cancer from non-cancerous radiology films 
with more than 80% accuracy. 

ü GAN  then inserted or removed cancer from 
different images and re-tested how these 
manipulated images affected the diagnosis :

ü It tricked the AI model into outputting a wrong 
diagnosis 69% of the cases that were initially 
correctly classified.

ü The medical experts identified the wrong 
diagnoses from the  images up to 71%.

https://www.govinfosecurity.com/stud
y-attacks-manipulate-medical-imaging-ai-
outcomes-a-18131
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Who is liable for fake 
health news that causes 

harm?
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Negligence claims (malpractice) for 
failure to exercise due diligence in 
reviewing medical information 

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC
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But Doctors also fall victim to fake medical news…

even in peer reviewed medical  literature! 

⇥ ⇤



What about liability for the 
creators of the fake news?   

The New York Times blames 
these sources for creating fake 
news…..and these sources 
blame the New York Times…..

….And how would we hold
the creators accountable if we  
can identify them? 

Health Misinformation Is Evolving. Here’s How to Spot It, by Dani Blum New York Times March 16, 2024 https://www.nytimes.com/2024/03/16/well/health-misinformation.html



Comprehensive Privacy and AI regulation Is 
needed 

to control fake news  

✓
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Why are we talking about data privacy 
when the issue is fake news?

Because AI relies on 
massive quantities of 
data, data privacy laws 
are closely linked with 
public protection from AI 
abuses.   
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✓ A study in contrasts:  
Brazil, the European Union  vs. the United States 

privacy and AI regulation 
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EU GDPR and Brazil’s LEPD
are the Gold Standard 

In 2018, both the EU and 
Brazil set the gold standard 
with strong privacy 
regulation with enactment 
of the EU’s General Data 
Protection Regulation  
(GDPR) and Brazil’s  General 
Protection of Data Laws 
(LGPD) 
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Compare such robust and 
comprehensive privacy 

regulation 
with the United States….

 



The US still has no comprehensive federal 
privacy laws!

Federal US law has only “sector 
specific” federal policies. 
Ø HIPAA is a federal health 

privacy statute, both limited 
and archaic, only covering; 

 ✓ licensed providers 
(doctors,hospitals…)
 ✓ Only protects patient 
medical electronic/paper medical 
records 

Legislation is currently pending in US Congress to 
enact comprehensive federal privacy laws called the ADPPA….

     
But multiple, previous attempts have all failed.
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U.S. State AI and Privacy Laws

The US relies on individual states to 
create comprehensive privacy laws.

 24 states have comprehensive privacy 
laws in place or pending and they are 
largely inconsistent. 

Photo IAPP                             



Artificial Intelligence (AI) Laws
(which build on Privacy Laws): 

u  
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✓ Comprehensive AI regulation:
Brazil and EU again leading the way with AI Legislation

Building on LGPD privacy 
protection, Brazil enacted The 
EBIA AI Regulation. 

In 2024, the EU recently enacted 
the AI Act, which will come into force 
in approx. June 2026.

Both Acts apply to providers outside of 
their borders if they have users within 
these countries.
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The EU AI Act categorizes AI systems into risk levels
and imposes various obligations based on these categories

AI systems involving 
healthcare are considered 
“high risk”.

High Risk applications must 
adhere to stringent regulations 
to ensure safety, transparency, 
and protection of fundamental 
rights. 
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“High Risk” Health Care related AI systems are subject to 
several key requirements:

 
1. Fundamental Rights Impact Assessments by Developers: Privacy, non-discrimination, and 

fairness mandated.

2. Independent Conformity Assessments: Independent assessments required before market.

3. Transparency: Users told they are interacting with AI system and understand its 
limitations.

4. Human Oversight: To prevent unintended consequences ensure responsible use.

5. Data Governance: Strict requirements for collection, storage, and use of data.

6. Robust Cybersecurity: Designed to be resilient against attacks/ manipulation.



The US also has no comprehensive 
federal AI laws 

Much of the failure to have 
comprehensive federal privacy or AI 
laws is due to the inability of 
Congress to enact such legislation.

President Joe Biden enacted 
executive orders regulating privacy 
and AI, but his only jurisdiction is to 
enact such laws for conduct 
regulating federal government 
agencies. This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC
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Compare with U.S. State AI laws: 

Photo IAPP

 
Only 2 states have enacted 

comprehensive AI laws  more 
pending), none of which are as 

robust as Brazil or EU…..



….and then there is California! 

The California Privacy Rights Act (CPRA) is 
the most comprehensive and robust privacy 
legislation in the United States.

Rather than a separate AI statute, as a part 
of CPRA, California issued draft regulations 
on Automated Decision Making Technology 
(ADMT).
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Similar to Cal. Privacy Laws, these AI regs will require covered 
businesses : 
Pre-Use Notice: Giving Consumers disclosures regarding use 
of the AI.
Opt-Out: Consumers able to opt-out of having personal 
information processed using AI.

Access: Consumers will have the ability to request details about 
its use to process personal information.

Absent limited exceptions, the regulations must be used for:

“Significant decisions” including decisions that result in 
access to, or denial of……healthcare services…..;
”Extensive profiling” of a consumer…..; or for
Training including processing personal information to train 
ADMT for any significant decision concerning a consumer.    

This Photo by Unknown Author is 
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Limits on California’s CPRA and AI 
regulations:

The CPRA only covers businesses:
 1.  +USD$25mil in annual revenues; or
 2   +100,000 Californians access site; or 
 3.  At least 50% of  revenue is from 
selling or sharing consumers’ data. 

For noncovered businesses, the CPRA 
provides “best practices” : Businesses are 
encouraged, but not obligated to 
comply…yet! This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC
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Social media platforms liability
 for moderation /amplification   of content



Liability of Social Media platforms 
for users’ fake news posts 

Most fake news isn’t created by social 
media platforms (Facebook, Twitter. 
TikToc, etc.)
It is created by others and re-posted 
(called amplification) to various social 
media platforms.

When, if ever, should the social 
media platforms be held liable?
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Social media platforms 
liability for “moderation”

Moderation is when social media 
platforms monitor content and posts are 
removed or those that post fake news are 
banned from the site. 

Should social media platforms be 
liable when they take down illegal or 
offensive posts or ban those who 
created such posts ? 
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As we earlier discussed, 
Brazil has pending 

Bill 2630 Fake News & Censorship 
Act…..



EU has Digital Services Act

and…



Enacted in 2024, the EMFA harmonizes EU 
legislation on editorial freedom & media 
independence:
u Protection of Media Pluralism and 

Independence: 
u Transparency of Media Ownership: 
u Editorial Independence: 
u Safeguarding Public Service Media: 
u Protection of Journalistic Sources:

Together, the Digital Service Act and 
EMFA both  effectively end  Social 
Media’s ability to self-regulate fake 
news….
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What about the US and its regulation of 
social media for fake news???? 
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Section 230 of US Communications Decency Act:
Federal Liability Sword & Shield for social media companies    

Twitter v. Taamneh
Gonzalez v. Google

These two 2023 US Supreme Court cases:

Protect internet companies from civil 
liability for wrongful death claims arising 
from content posted by users.

Google, Twitter not liable for failure to 
remove terrorism-promoting attacks that 
were publicized and planned on their 
platforms.

No liability even for online hate speech!!! 

A ”sword” allowing them to remove 
content they deem inappropriate 

A “shield” to avoid liability for their 
discretionary decision as to what 
content to remove. 

Section 230 lets companies make 
their own decisions which content 
to leave up and what to take down 
without fear of liability. 
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Liability for Moderation of  Disinformation? 

✓ US Rep. Greene’s Twitter account was permanently 

suspended  because she spread fake news claiming 

vaccines, not the Covid virus, killed people.

✓ Florida and Texas enacted statutes barring social media 

companies from banning controversial posts. 

✓ The appellate courts protected the platforms’ absolute 

discretion to bar posts and blocking accounts.

Problem: what happens when the social media 

companies do not choose to remove fake health  

and instead allow it to flourish???? 
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How far will the US Supreme Court go to limit 
government involvement in social media and fake news?

Murthy v. Missouri  is a case pending 
before the US Supreme Court to be decided 
before the end of June 2024. 

The suit claims the Biden administration  
illegally pressured social media 
companies to censor conservative views. 

Time will soon tell!
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Whether  freedom of speech
is a right or a responsibility 

is a fundamental difference in principles

Freedom of Speech is a Right. 

The US approach  generally opposes 
content-based restrictions. 

Freedom of Speech is a Responsibility. 
Public interest is often the criterion upon which 

speech’s lawfulness is evaluated.

U.S Brazil and EU
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Potential solutions?



Other than laws, 
Are there other  solutions? 

Doctors should only 
be able to use AI 
developed and 
trained exclusively 
on medical 
databases.



✓ An  emerging essential skill for doctors (and lawyers) is 
to master prompt engineering in how to question AI and 
get more reliable answers. 

✓ Establish pre-set rules for all searches: 
   -Request AI  to tell  you when it detects         
 fake information.

      - Instruct AI to tell you when it doesn’t   
 know an answer and not to make inferences 
 without support in the data.
   
  - Require/check citations for all queries
  

A Solution? Learn prompt engineering skills 



One Solution? 
Let Technology “fight fire with fire”:

The same techniques used to create deepfakes can 
also detect them

For example, 
“dynamic detection 
models” keep pace 
with deepfakes ever 
changing methods 
of falsifying the 
media.
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One solution?

Stay informed in this 
dynamic area of law 
that is struggling to 
keep up with the 

rapid pace of 
technology. 



Questions? 


